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Abstract 
In Intensive Care Medicine (ICM) the presence of multiple high tech devices is common in order to perform multiple 
medical and non-medical procedures. The authors intend to perform a critical appraisal on the basic and practical/clinical 
approach to monitoring devices, analyzing the evidence support regarding clinical effects, end-points, and patient safety. 
All data that provides a diagnosis or a characterization of the patient’s status will be considered diagnostic information 
whereas, variables that could be achieved by medical interventions will be considered therapeutic end-points. In any 
healthcare setting a careful approach to the patient is needed, namely in ICM one must consider the patient’s clinical 
condition and choose adequate diagnostic tools and devices. Not all variables and devices currently on the market are 
suitable for each patient, nor proved useful in the setting under study. Also, all patients are different and must be 
approached differently according to established clinical end-points, translating into more holistic caregiving. ICM requires 
a personalized approach towards the patient, consequently, submitting diagnostic tools and monitoring devices to greater 
scrutiny in order to obtain greater patient benefit.  
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Introduction 
In Intensive Care Medicine (ICM) the presence of multiple devices is common. They are generally high tech places, where 
multiple medical and non-medical procedures take place. In this review, we intend to call attention to the excessive 
monitoring of the critically ill, analyzing the evidence that supports this monitoring practice, as well as, analyzing the 
meaning of the involved concepts. The way each technical device, and in particular monitoring devices, influence the 
patient’s outcome is still yet to be determined. Nonetheless, the introduction of a specific device in an ICM ward is not 
dependent on the pre-existing evidence of any particular advantage, rather on a new method or concept that swiftly enters 
the medical practice. As an example we can mention the Pulse Indicator Continuous Cardiac Output (PiCCO) monitoring 
system. The approval took basically into consideration technical data and did not include any patient trials regarding 
end-points such as reduction in mortality or other outcome data [1]. In fact, the first trial addressing this issue is now 
ongoing and is currently in the phase of patient selection. This trial clearly addresses the possibility of a null effect on 
patient outcome, taking the Pulmonary Artery Catheter (PAC) as reference [2]. The authors intend to review the basic and 
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practical approach to monitoring devices in ICM, their use, how they are related, and their conformity to recognized 
therapeutic end-points. As diagnostic information, we will consider all data that provides a diagnosis or a characterization 
of the patient’s status; as therapeutic end-points we will consider variables that should/could be achieved (modified) by 
medical interventions. This issue will also be briefly approached from a bioethical standpoint. 

Monitoring devices 
The most significant example among the popularized monitoring devices in ICM is the PAC [3-6]. After the description by 
Swan et al. [7], who described the possibility of its use at bedside, it was introduced in 1976 as a non-life saving device, and 
no previous testing regarding outcome modification and patient safety was required prior to its implementation. After 20 
years of practice, the conclusion that its use can lead to an increased mortality was reached, regardless of disease  
severity [8]. No explanation for this fact is known or accepted. The invasiveness cannot be taken into account, thus the 
morbidity related to the insertion itself seems to be irrelevant. But a closer look at the practice around the PAC can provide 
some explanations. PACs permit constant monitoring of physiological variables. The concepts were built by the analysis 
of the different patient hemodynamic profiles, namely patients with sepsis [9-12]. It was observed that survivors of sepsis are 
able to achieve the so-called hyperdynamic profile, resulting in a higher cardiac output (CO). Also, by analysis of the 
oxygen extraction (EO2) and the resulting mixed venous oxygen saturation (SvO2), it was noticed that the peripheral 
tissues are unable to consume oxygen. So the rationale of providing a higher oxygen delivery (DO2) was generally 
accepted. The variables dependent on DO2 are the CO, the oxygen content (note that only oxygen carried by hemoglobin is 
used for tissue respiration), the arterial oxygen saturation (SO2), and, in a small proportion, the arterial oxygen partial 
pressure (PaO2). The normal values for the dependent variables are depicted in Table 1, and the formulas for the 
calculation of several hemodynamic parameters are depicted in Table 2. 

Table 1. Reference values for the main hemodynamic parameters 

Parameters Limits Units 

CVP 1-6 mmHg 
PW 6-12 mmHg 
CI 2.4-4.0 l/min/m2 
LVWI 40-60 g.m/m2 
RVWI 4-8 g.m/m2 
SVR 1600-2400 dyn.sec.m2/cm5 
PVR 200-400 dyn.sec.m2/cm5 
SVO2 70-75 % 
DO2 520-570 ml/min/m2 
VO2 110-160 ml/min/m2 
EO2 20-30 % 

Legend: CVP, central venous pressure; Pw, pulmonary arterial wedge pressure; CI, cardiac index; LVWI, left ventricular work index; RVWI, right 
ventricular work index; SVR, systemic vascular resistance; PVR, pulmonary vascular resistance; SVO2, mixed venous oxygen saturation; DO2, 
oxygen delivery; VO2, oxygen consumption; EO2, oxygen extraction 
Source: Marino, Paul. The ICU Book 2nd Edition. 1998, William and Wilkins, Baltimore USA, page 160 

 
Table 2. Determination of some hemodynamic variables 

Parameter Calculation formula 

Body Surface Index (DuBois formula), m2 [Ht (cm) + Wt (kg) - 60] - 100 
Cardiac Index (CI) CO/BSI 
SVRI (MAP-CVP) x 80 /CI 
DO2 CI x 13.4 Hg x SatO2 + 0.003PaO2 
Legend: Ht, height; Wt, weight; CO, cardiac output; SVRI, systemic vascular resistance índex; MAP, mean arterial pressure; CVP, central venous 
pressure (assumed as right atrial pressure); DO2, oxygen delivery; Hg, hemoglobin; SatO2, oxygen saturation; PaO2, partial pressure of O2. Note: 13.4 
x Hg is oxygen content, where 13.4 is the amount of oxygen that can be linked to 1gr/dl of HG. 
Source: Marino, Paul. The ICU Book 2nd Edition. 1998, William and Wilkins, Baltimore USA, Section III, chapter 10, pages 166-177. 
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In order to increase the DO2 all these variables can be altered as described earlier [9-12]. The first step consists in CO 
increase, in two sequential steps: first, the intracardiac pressures (central venous pressure [CVP]) or pulmonary capillary 
wedge pressure (Pw)) are increased up to supraphysiological values in order to increase the CO to predetermined (also 
supraphysiological) values, by means of aggressive fluid infusion; then, if not resulted, a continuous infusion of an 
inotropic agent (dobutamine) is started. The next step consists of red packed cell unit (RPCU) transfusion in order to 
increase the hemoglobin (Hg) value. The other possibility is to increase the arterial oxygen content or correct the p50 value 
for hemoglobin dissociation. Roughly, the accepted supraphysiological were: DO2 > 650ml/min/m2; CVP 8-12mmHg; 
Pw15-18mmHg; CO> 4.5l/m2 [13-15].  

As it can be easily seen, the results are multiple medical interventions; all aimed towards correcting or achieving 
supraphysiological values of the monitored variables [16]. The patients were easily fluid overloaded, although not all of 
them were able to achieve the targeted supraphysiological DO2. The iatrogenic burden of these multiple actions is high, 
and this may be a plausible explanation for the later finding that the use of PACs can lead to higher mortality [17, 18], yet not 
confirmed. It is also clear at this point that all medical actions are aimed to achieve specific physiological (monitored) 
variables, and not patient variables, defined as therapeutic end-points. 

As the observation of higher mortality rates raised concerns 20 years after the introduction of the PAC and invasive 
monitoring in ICM, the Consensus Conferences held in 1997 [19, 20], found that this practice was sustained on low quality 
studies, with serious methodological issues. Well-conducted studies carried out afterwards confirmed the basic findings of 
Connors et al. in 1996 [6].  

A closer analysis of the practice as well as the analysis of the underlying physiological concepts can be quite useful. These 
physiological concepts were submitted for evaluation and extensively criticized, which was resumed above. For this 
purpose, we intend to introduce the most relevant information regarding evidence supporting each step of increasing DO2, 
as explained earlier in the text: increase in CO; accepted Hg levels; excessive fluid therapy and fluid balance. 

The CO increase in critical care patients is a questionable end-point [21-23]. As a rule, patients are in a hyperdynamic state 
(particularly patients not in overt heart failure, the vast majority of patients in a medical or surgical ICU), which is mainly 
characterized by high CO and the further increase of this particular parameter may be defined by what Heyland stated 
years ago as, “whipping a tired horse” [24, p.521]. Also the target Hg has changed. Nowadays the best Hg value, within which 
the best outcome is observed, was established between 7 and 9 g/dl [25, 26]. The excessive oxygen therapy is also under 
question [27]. The excessive fluid therapy must also be criticized in light of recent concepts, ranging from ICM to 
anesthesiology. The objective of fluid therapy is to increase circulating blood volume. However, in states of high vascular 
permeability, like sepsis, or even positive pressure ventilation, the fluid administered rapidly goes into the extravascular 
space, contributing to peripheral edema and not to the increase in intravascular volume. As the organ edema can contribute 
to end-organ dysfunction, including a delay in renal function recovery, the excessive fluid administered is harmful, and not 
a part of any therapeutic strategy [28-32]. 

It is of interest to recall that several mechanisms contribute to fluid dynamics between several body compartments. There 
are chemical and physical barriers [33]. Generally, water moves freely between compartments, sodium reaches equilibrium 
between the various compartments and larger molecules move with difficulty [33, 34]. 

The pores present in the vascular endothelium are the first barriers encountered. Therefore, due to their size, form or spatial 
configuration, the molecules may not be able to cross the endothelial barrier. The vascular endothelium may also be 
continuous, not presenting pores, or discontinuous. The pores may be of various sizes, small or big. Different organs may 
present different proportions of pores of various sizes, as is found in Table 3 [34].  

The way to assess the increase of intravascular volume after fluid infusion is to observe an increase in CO or in pressure 
related parameter. However, this is only possible to observe after the volume was administered. The need to distinguish 
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patients who might benefit from fluid administration and who do not was established through the dynamic parameters of 
fluid responsiveness, a set of physiological parameters that present a respiratory variation in the presence of inter- 
ventricular dependence [35, 36]. It means that if the left ventricular pressure (and CO) is dependent on fluid, during 
inspiration, a period of reduced blood flow during positive pressure ventilation, the right ventricular pressure will interfere 
with the left ventricular volume, thus reducing the CO in this period. Several parameters have been established, such as 
systolic volume variation, but also echocardiographic parameters: pulsed Doppler variation at the left ventricular outflow 
tract, and inferior vena cava variation [37-39]. Yet the most relevant observed fact is that no static parameter for fluid 
evaluation (CVP or Pw) is capable of distinguishing the patients who can benefit from fluid infusion [40].  

Table 3. Relative size of pores in nanometers and their distribution in the endothelium of different organs 

Tissue Small Pores Large pores Ratio between small and large pores 

Subcutaneous 5 20 1:3000 

Skeletal Muscle 6 22 1:3600 

Brain 0,4 - - 

Intestine 4,6 20 1:6400 

Liver 9,5 33 1:50 

Lung 8 20 1:200 

The clinical and therapeutic end-points 
In Paris, 10 years after the Connors et al. study [8] and 30 years after the introduction of PAC into clinical practice, a 
conference of the European Society of Intensive Care Medicine took place, which established the main clinical end-points 
for the management of the critically ill [41]. They consist mainly of clinical parameters, such as urine output (the hallmark 
of renal perfusion), consciousness (hallmark of cerebral perfusion), serum lactate levels (hallmark of peripheral and 
overall organ perfusion), and arterial pressure. These must be considered the end-points of all therapeutic actions, 
opposing the monitored variables, which must be considered as a way to achieve a goal and not the goal itself. 

At this point it is possible to establish the differences between the information derived from diagnostic tools and diagnostic 
data and eligible clinical end-points. Diagnostic data provides useful or even critical information about a determined status 
(in this case hemodynamic) of the patient. The variables can be used or manipulated in order to achieve the clinical goal, 
but it can hardly be considered an end-point itself. It means that in a patient with heart failure (low CO, high peripheral 
vascular resistance, PVR, and vascular congestion), the therapy is aimed to increase CO to a level that allows the increase 
in mean arterial pressure and preserve urine output; it is impossible to previously establish a plausible CO, which can vary 
widely from patient to patient [35]. Also, in patients with sepsis, the main hemodynamic component is slow PVR, which can 
be assessed by any diagnostic tool (for further details, please consult Table 2). The therapeutic action is to infuse a 
vasopressor, aiming to increase blood pressure and preserve renal flow (as assessed through the urine output) and cerebral 
flow (as assessed through the level of consciousness). Nonetheless, an integrative approach to the patient must distinguish 
renal injury or septic encephalopathy [42], both confounding the situation, but relying on clinical assessment [43, 44]. 

A parallel can be established with blood analyses. Through a blood analysis several diagnoses are possible, but the 
treatment options are not directed to the analyses themselves, but to the specific disease, that manifests itself through 
analytical or laboratorial changes. Although this issue is beyond the scope of this manuscript, it deserves several 
constraints in the critical care [45]. 

These issues are quite relevant in our days. Many new devices are introduced in ICM everyday life, and rarely do they 
prove any substantial benefit over the ones already existing. The case of continuous monitoring of CO is a case in  
point [46, 47]. Despite the technical characterization and the elegant theoretical models involved, the proof of any advantage 
is lacking. Why does the critically ill patient need continuous monitoring of CO? In the operative room there exists many 
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rapid changes in the hemodynamic profile, attributable mostly to acute bleeding, yet this phenomenon is not observed in 
the ICU. The hemodynamic profile established upon admission, remains for and is characteristic of the particular disease. 
An acute change in other monitored variables, such as arterial pressure, should prompt a new hemodynamic assessment. 
The main feature of the systems working on and based on continuous CO monitoring is their inability to be accurate over 
time. The manufacturers advise of the necessity for regular calibrations, but after an episode of hemodynamic instability 
the devices lose their ability to accurately analyze the monitored variable (CO) [48]. This is quite evident when using a 
comparative monitoring system during major surgery. Therefore, the calibrations must be performed often and especially 
after an episode of hemodynamic instability. 

Another parameter that is often used is the central mixed venous saturation (SvO2). In this case, there are only two 
situations in which it is decreased: in deep (great) hypovolemia and in heart failure [49]. However, many guidelines use this 
parameter as an end point value and, most interestingly, using the old models of increasing DO2, namely the Surviving 
Sepsis Campaign [50, 51]. This is the case of the sepsis bundles, a mixture of actions where the good actions cannot be 
discriminated from the unnecessary ones. This is a typical case of a diagnostic tool (mis)used as a therapeutic end-point. 

New devices are expensive, both in terms of acquisition costs and consumable materials. The current times of restrictive 
financial budgets force us to choose the right methods for the right patients, requiring them to be cost effective, as well as 
supporting good outcomes. Most of the work is performed by basing our practice on current concepts, not on old ones, 
which can provide good global results. 

In our Intensive Care Unit (ICU) we privilege echocardiography as a diagnostic and monitoring tool to assess the critically 
ill [52-55]. It is a non-invasive method, non-time consuming and does not require the mobilization of a number of health care 
workers. The information is obtained in real time and, most of the time, before any intravascular device is placed. No 
sterilized material is necessary. A specific approach for ICM is provided by us in special courses, attended by physicians 
and other health care personnel. The Fast Assessment Diagnostic Echography (FADE) [56] examinations also explore the 
pleura and thorax, thus providing additional information (pneumothorax, pneumonia, lung edema, pleural effusion with its 
quantity and characteristics), and preventing many patients from undergoing other examinations (computer tomography) 
to provide differential diagnosis of several situations. The costs are related to equipment acquisition and training, which is 
more intense than the simple placement of an intravascular device. This is a modern approach to the critically ill which 
provides sufficient diagnostic information, permitting correct patient management, based on clinical end-points. 

It is noteworthy that at this time there is no particular diagnostic device that is proved to be superior in patient management 
or outcome. As a matter of fact, PAC is the only diagnostic tool that was extensively studied with regards to its usefulness 
and patient safety [14, 57, 58]. To our knowledge in the available literature no other device was subjected to patient safety 
screening; the information is limited to technical characteristics and eventual indications for use [59]. Taking this into 
consideration, the choice relies mainly on the experience of the health practitioner and specific work culture of the ICU.  

Bioethical issues in monitoring devices 
Monitoring vital functions is a common feature in several medical specialties. The practice of ICM and major surgery or 
anaesthesiology uses several monitoring devices and parameters in order to detect vital function parameters, permitting 
clinicians to, consequently, correct them. 

We propose to analyze the meaning and consequences of monitoring procedures, focusing on the real and proved impact 
on actual patient management and its contribution towards the total budget burden of health care. 

The word monitore is a Latin word that means advising [60]. It became popular in Medicine in the 1960s due to several 
facts:  
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• The defibrillator was described and proved to be efficacious in stopping severe life-threatening arrhythmias; 

• These severe life-threatening arrhythmias proved to be the major cause of death among patients with acute 
myocardial infarction (AMI); 

• The advent of major surgery, namely cardiac surgery. 

The first two events are closely linked to the need felt towards a continuous registration of the patient’s cardiac electrical 
activity, in order to stop the life-threatening event (malignant arrhythmia). Thus, the first monitoring devices emerge as 
surveillance devices, aimed to provide continuous registration of a physiological parameter. This concept did not undergo 
significant change over time [61-63].  

The ICUs share a basic panoptical architecture, designed centuries ago by Jeremy Bentham for the surveillance of a great 
amount of prisoners by a scarce number of guards. They simulate the basic architecture of prisons and psychiatric  
hospitals [64]. The advent of Intensive Care Units (ICU) brought more artificial life sustaining methods such as, artificial 
ventilation, hemodynamic data obtained at the bedside. Consequently, the amount of monitored data, or physiological 
variables, increased. 

The industry linked to the growing number of devices, including the monitor itself and the methodology to obtain the 
monitored variables also grew significantly. Consequently, new data and scientific knowledge were added. The best 
example is the PAC itself, which permitted us to better understand the physiological principles of each shock state [65]. The 
consequences were dramatic. The appearance of our hospitals changed, making the ICU a highly technological department. 
Other consequences can also be noted: 

• The contact between the attending physician and the patient changed. The patient is viewed and analysed 
through a monitoring screen, the physical contact is often minimal; 

• The clinical practice and widely accepted guidelines are markedly influenced by new devices and instruments; 

• The number of medical interventions rose significantly. The more physiological parameters monitored the more 
medical acts occurred; 

• The necessity for more training of both medical and nursing staff increase the costs associated with new 
technology [66]; 

• The costs related to this specialized care rose significantly. All new drugs or devices are much more expensive 
than the previous ones not only due to ascending economic values worldwide but also due to the greater training 
time associated to new device acquisition. 

Ethically speaking, the assessment of all these changes should be carefully carried out. All four principles of Medical 
Bioethics, as enounced by Beauchamp and Childress are present: beneficence, autonomy, non-malfeasance, and  
justice [69]. 

The first principle is beneficence, which is defined by the obligation to do good to others, obliges us to provide the best 
evidence-based care to every patient, improving the standards of care and life. This state of the art care should be founded 
on the best evidence based procedures.  

One assumption seems mandatory: this technological invasion changed dramatically our standard of life, improving the 
quantity and quality of life. If this assumption is true then the effort of the heath care provider is worthwhile.  

It is possible to criticize this assumption, at least in all aspects of technological development. The increase in life standards 
in Western societies are a part of multiple advances. In Medicine, a better understanding of the pathophysiology of the 
diseases, pharmacological advances (namely antibiotics), and several other aspects has to be mentioned to establish the 
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basis for better life standards and modification of the natural history of the diseases. As was exposed previously, the 
presence of excessive monitoring devices can actually harm the patient [66], as demonstrated in the past by the 
abovementioned example of the PAC. 

Also, the issues of accepted ethical principles applied to clinical investigation must be also applied to new monitoring 
devices.  

If the patient is in critical condition, the informed consent is many times waived, as well as, the consent of the relatives 
because most situations require immediate procedures, and the conscience level of the patient may be not adequate [67, 68]. 
Also, the time for a thorough explanation to the relatives may not be enough, thus their decision is more complex and 
second opinions are often not available. More research in this area would be recommended. Nonetheless, all medical 
practice must be sustained on scientific evidence, not on good ideas, which can be assumed as having good intrinsic logic, 
but lacking any accepted evidence. This type of reflection will help health care professionals to avoid what was once called 
the iatroepidemics [70], meaning that the performance of diagnostic procedures, not supported by an adequate level of 
evidence or in other words, unnecessary, can ultimately put the patient’s life at an unnecessary risk. 

Conclusion 
In any healthcare setting a careful approach to the patient is needed, namely in ICM one must consider their clinical 
condition and choose adequate diagnostic tools and devices. Not all variables and devices currently on the market are 
suitable for each patient, nor proved useful in ICM. Besides, not all patients are equal, and each one must be approached 
differently according to established clinical end-points and not simply to normalized monitored values; assisting the 
clinicians and multi-disciplinary team in approaching the patient more holistically. A closer approach towards the patient’s 
individual needs is required in ICM. All models of diagnostic tools and monitoring devices must be carefully chosen and 
submitted to criticism not only due to patient benefits and ethical standpoints but also, due to current financial constraints. 
The knowledge of the physiological principles involved, as well as the basis of the different concepts that rely on the 
starting points of the different approaches, should strengthen our practice in the ICU. 

The monitoring for each patient should be performed according to individual goals for the patient and their disease. Each 
monitoring tool must be regarded as such, the diagnosis must be performed correctly and the therapeutic approach must be 
directed to individual clinical end-points; the normalization of monitored variables must not be encouraged, excessive 
therapeutic interventions must also be avoided, as they are likely to end in iatrogenic insult. 
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